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Introduction
I’m truly glad you are here and it is my sincerest hope
that SEO to GO exceeds all of your expectations, but
before you dive in, I must warn you…
First, the internet is THE method folks use to find stuff.
Hopefully your stuff!
Search engines, namely Google, are the tools they use to
find you online. SEO is invaluable and cannot be ignored
less your business and your bottom line is left behind.
Second, DO NOT pay a generic, low-cost SEO “business”
because, using this guide, you should do better yourself
because a) you KNOW your business and b) are MORE
invested in it than they ever could be. Don’t waste your
money on cheap services that at best will marginally help
your website’s ranking and, at worse, harm it by shoddy
work or even black hat techniques because:
1) Google does not like to be manipulated.
2) Google is God online.
3) Do not peeve off God.

Got it? Ok. Lets Go...
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What is SEO?
SEO is short for: Search Engine Optimization
Ok now in plain English: SEO is the work we do to
increase the online visibility of a webpage and increase
the odds that our webpage will rank higher in search
engine results pages. Basically, SEO is what we do to help
Google to find our page and like our page.
This book is not going to deal with in depth SEO theory or
complex SEO concepts. Still, at the end of this book you
should have a good working knowledge of SEO. The best
way to learn SEO is to practice SEO, to experiment and
never stop looking for answers. (yes, it's a pun)
This book should be used side by side with the "First 30
Days to Rank Workbook".
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CHAPTER 1:
SEARCH ENGINES
What's a Search Engine??
In the simplest terms a search engine is a program that
collects data and then organizes it so it may be easily
found. Google is by far the most popular search engine in
the world. Followed by YouTube. You might know of
some other popular search engines like Yahoo, Bing or
AOL. Google is at the center of most SEO strategies. The
golden rule is:
"If you aren't optimizing for Google then you aren't
making money at SEO"
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How do Search Engines work?
The best way to explain it is with a simple example. Let's
say you are looking for Chinese food in Dallas. You could
use the phonebook but that's so 1980s. Instead you jump
online, you go to Google and type "chinese food in
dallas" in the search box. One click and you have
hundreds of chinese food restaurants to choose from.
Score!
So what do you do next? You click on one of the sites in
the list and in 5 minutes you've ordered your pork fried
rice. Pretty simple right?
But... Have you ever stopped to think where Google gets
its answers? How it collects all that information and
keeps it updated and relevant?
Let's talk about Google for a minute. As a consumer you
go to www.google.com and see a simple website. Just a
logo and a box where you can type in whatever you want
to search for. But that simple webpage is only the tip of
the enormous iceberg. The search page is Google's "front
end," like a store front. The real magic happens behind
the scenes. This is where the "engine" in "search engine"
comes into play.
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A search engine does two things: it collects and organizes
information and then it presents that information in a
way that is (hopefully) useful in answering questions.

How Search Engines Collect Information
Search engines use a special kind of automated robot
called spiders to "crawl" the internet and collect
information. Google's spiders are commonly referred to
as "Google bots".

Crawling means the bots read the information on a
website. Google bots and other search engine spiders are
constantly crawling the internet to find new information
and to update information that has been changed.
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As they crawl, the spiders record the information off
every site they visit, that's called indexing. Basically they
make a note that this information can be found on this
website.
Then the information that was gathered has to be
organized:
"What is this page about?"
"How does it compare to other similar pages?"
"How valuable is this page?"
That's called ranking. That is where Google decides who
gets to go first in the search results pages (the SERPs)
when you are looking for chinese food... or anything else!
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Anatomy of a SERP
SERP: Search Engine Results Page
When you type "office furniture" into the Google search
box you are taken to a page of results that looks like this:

You can see at the top where there are 49,700,000
results for "office furniture". That's the number of pages
that Google has indexed as being "relevant" for this
keyword phrase.
Most consumers will never search further than the first
page. Most searches end right there, on the first page of
the SERPs. Too bad for the companies that are sitting on
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the hundreds of lower search pages for this keyword
phrase.
Usually there are 10 results on each page of the SERPs.
But that's not including paid inclusion results...

Organic vs. Paid Inclusion
Let's look at that SERP one more time:

Now, do you see the two orange boxes of links that say
"sponsored results?" Those companies pay big money to
show up as relevant for that keyword phrase. That's
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called "paid inclusion". They pay Google to show up at
the top of the SERPs for their chosen keywords.
But really it's a losing proposition... because consumers
usually shy from clicking on "sponsored results" because
those feel like ads. (and they are) A study published in
August of 2012 by GroupM UK and Nielsen (a respected,
independent web research group) found that an amazing
94% of searchers chose to click on natural or "organic"
search results as opposed to the paid inclusion results.
Why should we care where we rank in the SERPs?

Why Ranking Matters
What you should know: the vast majority of people that
are searching on Google will click on (and buy from) one
of the top three sites in the results list. An average of
70% of clicks go to the top four results. And that top
spot? The #1 result on the page averages 33% of total
click-through, though it can vary slightly from search to
search. Everything from #11 down gets less than 2% of
clicks a piece (See Chitika Insights graph on page 61).

SEO Joke:
Where is the best place to hide a dead body?
The second page of Google!
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As consumers we assume that sites at the top must be
the best ones. Therefore it makes sense that if you run a
Chinese restaurant in Dallas you want your business to
appear in one of those top spots on the list. Being #1, #2
or #3 means more leads and more sales. Big money!
Obviously then we all want to be #1 on the organic
results. The best part: you don't have to pay Google to
get there. The hard part: getting there. That's what SEO
is all about.
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CHAPTER 2: GOOGLE
How does Google decide who gets to be #1?
Google bots index websites according to their content.
The broad definition of content is everything that the site
"contains". That can include text, html, links, images,
video; EVERYTHING. BUT here's the catch: Google bots
are not able to "read" all kinds of content. In fact they
can only read and index text-based content. They can't
"see" a picture and know what it is. If you include
information about the picture in text or html form they
will record that but the actual image/video itself means
nothing to them.
When the bots have collected all the information from a
website they add it to their database (known as the
index). They categorize the site based off the keywords in
the content.
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What's a keyword?
A keyword or keyword phrase is whatever someone
would type into the search box to find what they are
looking for. In our previous example the keyword phrase
would be "chinese food in Dallas"
Keyword phrases are much more commonly used than
single keywords. That's because a single word would
bring up lots of results that wouldn't answer our
question. Think what would happen if you typed just
"food" or "chinese" or "Dallas" into that search box. You
would have a much harder time finding what you
needed.
It's common practice to not only focus on a single
keyword phrase but to try to rank for similar terms,
variants and synonyms as well. Our Chinese food
restaurant might also be found if you look for
"chinese restaurant dallas"
"chinese delivery dallas"
or "chinese restaurant that delivers dallas"
Broad searches like "chinese food" are called short tail
keywords. More specific searches like "chinese food that
delivers dallas" are called longtail keywords. It's generally
easier to rank a page for a longtail keyword as there is
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naturally less competition. Also, by focusing on longtail
keywords you generally receive more targeted traffic,
people that actually want to buy what you are selling.

SEO Joke:
A search engine optimizer walks into a bar, a
pub, a cantina, an Irish pub, a watering hole, a
tavern, a saloon...
Google organizes it's index first by keywords and then by
"relevancy". That's where the search engine compares
the website to other sites they have indexed for each
keyword/keyword phrase that the site contains. The goal
is to give the best answer to every question and to
provide the searcher with the most useful results
possible.

How Does Google Determine "Relevancy"?
The way that Google determines a site's relevancy is
through an algorithm. A search engine algorithm is a very
complex, automated, mathematical decision making
program that gives weight to many factors and based on
results assigns value (rank).
Google's exact algorithm is a secret recipe, no one
outside of Google can nail it down and Google isn't going
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to tell us. But through careful observation and research
we have learned a lot about what it takes to rank high on
Google.
The Google algorithm changes from time to time, these
are called updates. An update happens when Google
sees something that could be improved in how they
assign rank OR they become aware of a spam loophole
that people are using to cheat the system and they "fix
it" by changing code in their algorithm. Updates wreak
havoc on the search results pages; penalized sites are
sent to the bottom of the results and other sites rise to
take their places.
Two recent Google updates that changed the game of
SEO were the Panda Update and the Penguin Update.
Cute right? They turned the web upside down this past
year. Penguin penalized sites that were considered to be
using manipulative or spammy methods to get higher
rankings. Having lots of low quality backlinks was a big
red flag. Panda dealt with low quality sites: poor content,
spun content, site's with very little value.
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What Ranking Factors are Part of Google's
Algorithm?
Ranking factors are the different qualities that Google
considers when determining the usefulness and
relevancy of a website for any given keyword/keyword
phrase.
Some ranking factors are more important that others,
some get more weight than others in the decision
making process. Here is a list of ranking factors you
should know:
Number and Quality of Inbound links
(Backlinks)
A backlink or an "inbound link" is obtained when another
website links to your site. Google sees a backlink as a
vote of confidence and the number of sites that link back
to your site makes your site appear to have more
"authority" and popularity in Google's eyes. If people are
linking to you, you must be doing something right.
But, it's not all about quantity of links, not all links are
created equally and quality counts! In fact quality trumps
quantity very easily.
We'll talk more about different kinds of backlinks and
how to create them later on. For now you should just
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know that backlinks play a big part in how Google assigns
rank to a webpage.
Ranking is done on a page by page basis, that means
different pages on your site can receive different values
from Google based on their "stand alone" value. But
Google also gives you credit based on the quality and
number of the inbound links to your domain as a whole.

Page Level Keyword Usage
Another important ranking factor is page level keyword
usage. This is something we will deal with later when we
talk about onsite SEO but for now you should know that
there are a few important places where your keywords
can be placed on your page that can boost your rankings
in a positive way. You cannot expect to turn up in the
results for a keyword or keyword phrase that doesn't
even appear on your page. Does it happen? Rarely, so
don't count on it!
Keyword usage is another example where most of the
credit comes from the usage on the individual page but
also you get some credit for the appearance of that
keyword in other pages of the same domain. That's why
sites benefit from having an overall theme or topic that
runs through all the pages.
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Social Signals
This is becoming more and more important, Google is
paying attention to how popular a page is in social media
terms. How many Facebook likes and shares did the page
get? What about Twitter, Pintrest or Digg? We will cover
social media marketing later on.
Branding
If you have great online presence, Google can assign you
value for that. This is one of the reasons why it's so
important to claim your directory listings and social
media accounts, to use a single logo, to use the same
business contact information across the web.
User experience
Google wants to reward pages with good usability.
Things that can have a negative impact on the user
experience:
 Broken links
 Page errors
 Slow loading time
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User Behavior Patterns
Google pays attention to how many people click on your
site in the search results. They look at traffic coming from
all sources and also take into consideration the amount
of time users spend on a page and where the user goes
after leaving the page. Ideally you would want the user
to stay on your site for as long as possible, you would
want them to visit several pages of your site.
Take for example this scenario: Google see's that users
click on page #1 for a certain search term but then that
80% of those users hit the back button within 10 seconds
and return to the SERPs to click on a different site. This
pattern says to Google: "The user is not finding what they
are looking for on that page. That page must not be
relevant to this search." So then Google drops that page
further down in the results.
This is why creating a well-organized, user friendly site
with great content is completely essential.

Summing Up Ranking Factors
The different ranking factors are judged primarily on a
page level basis but you also get credit for implementing
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good site-wide SEO practices, that's what we mean when
we say "domain level" instead of "page level".
Now let's move on to a whole different kind of Google
rank: Pagerank or "PR" is the cherry on the SEO cake...
What's all the fuss about? How is it different from a
page's rank in the SERPs?

All About Google Pagerank (PR)
It's a common misconception that Pagerank or PR is the
same as a page's rank in Google search results. They are
completely unrelated. There are high PR sites that aren't
ranking well for any keyword in Google search results
pages (SERPs) and there are PR-0 pages that are in the
top spots of Google search. So what's the big deal about
page rank?
Pagerank (PR) is a value assigned to a page by Google
based on trust, authority and popularity. It has nothing to
do with ranking for keywords and in fact was named
after Larry Page, one of the co-founders of Google.
Pagerank runs from PR-N/A to PR-10 let's see what a
site's PR says to the world:
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PR N/A says: "I'm either too new to have any Pagerank
yet, or I have very little content/value OR I got penalized
by Google and lost my PR"
PR 0 says: "I am a new site or a site with very little
content/value. If I work hard I'll increase my PR!"
PR 1 to PR 5 say: "We are the normal average citizens of
the web, a few of us will go on to bigger things but most
of us will stay in this range for a long time."
PR 6 to PR 10 say: "We are the big fish of the internet,
major players, the elite."
Here is what you have to know about Pagerank (PR):
 Yes, it's a popularity contest!
 Pagerank is assigned on a page by page basis
 Google only updates Pagerank every 3 or 4 months
 You can lose Pagerank or gain Pagerank depending
on what you are doing with your site.
 Penalized or de-indexed sites may lose their
Pagerank overnight. They become PR N/A.
 The higher a page's PR the bigger their cup of link
juice, so a link from a high PR site can pass more link
juice to the receiving site than an identical link from
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a low PR site. Think of a high PR link as a celebrity
endorsement for your page.
For SEO your focus shouldn't be on increasing your site's
Pagerank, that is Google's call and there is no point
obsessing over it. You should though try to get links from
high PR pages. Those juicy links can help you rank higher
in the SERPS! We'll talk about how having friends in high
PR places can help you rank in the SERPs later on but first
let's look at what you are trying to rank.
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CHAPTER 3:
ONSITE SEO
Onsite SEO is the process of making changes
to a webpage (optimizing) so that it may be
judged more favorably by search engines.
Usually, onsite SEO would follow "keyword research"
which is the process of finding the best and most
lucrative keywords to use in optimizing your site. But
since you are going to be handed a list of keywords to
optimize for we can leave keyword research for another
day.
Onsite SEO is all about creating a page Google is going to
love. Let's talk about that perfect page, what would a
perfectly optimized page look like?
A perfect page: lets Google know what the page is about
by using keywords, is easily crawled and indexed, is well
organized and user friendly. Easy right? Let's look at
those points in more depth:
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Keyword placement
There are several places where you should have your
keywords for best results on Google. You should use the
exact keyword phrase in these spots. For example, if your
keyword phrase is "maid service dallas" then:
Good- Maid Service in Dallas
Not Great- Dallas Maids House Cleaning Service
See how the second example contains all of the words
that make up the keyword phrase but they aren't in
order, one is plural and they have other words mixed in?
Not as effective.

A Quick Word About "Stop Words"
As you get further into SEO you will notice that most
keyword phrases don't contain short, common words like
"the", "in" and "a". Google omits these words
automatically because they are so incredibly common.
That means you can safely use stop words to increase the
readability of your keyword phrase without worrying
about a perfect match.
Example:
Keywords: maid service dallas
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In the content: The best maid service in Dallas.
The addition of the word "in" won't matter to Google, it
doesn't count that word in its ranking process.

Where to put your keywords:
1. Keywords in the page title. The closer to the
beginning of the page title the better. The page title
shouldn't be longer than 70 characters, it will get
cut off in the SERPs.
2. Keywords in the meta description. Remember that
the title and the meta description is what Google
users see when your site appears in the search
results, so make it enticing and totally clickable!
3. Keywords in the headers. Especially your <h1> tags,
again try to keep the keywords as close to the
beginning of the heading as possible.
4. Keywords in the content.
Do: Sprinkle your keywords throughout the content
on your page.
Do: Use the keywords in a natural contextual way.
Do: Try to use them 2 or 3 times in 600 words of
content.
Don't: Make it look artificial or forced.
Don't: Overstuff your content with keywords.
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Don't write for bots exclusively, humans are going to
read this and decide whether or not to give you
money. Make sure you keep that in mind!
Other than keyword placement there are some
other ways to make sure that the Google bots love
your site...
Sitemap
Bots love a good text based sitemap and this can be
the most effective way to make sure every page on
your site gets crawled. Speaking of bots...

Robot.txt File
A robot.txt file contains instructions for robots that
come to visit your site. If you have certain areas of
your site that you don't want crawled then you can
specify that in the txt file. Even if you want the
whole site crawled a robot.txt file can be useful
because it directs the robots straight to the sitemap
for easy crawling.
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Please keep in mind that a directive in your robot.txt
file will direct well-behaved search bots from
crawling a page but can certainly be ignored by
spambots or malicious bots. Take additional
precautions to safeguard any sensitive data on your
site.
Speaking of easy crawling...

Crawlability
Search engine robots are super advanced but they
still have limitations. Here are some things you
should know:
Bots can't maneuver well around frames. If you
use frames you are probably effectively "walling
off" part of your content... it won't be crawled.
Robots can't "see" images, remember? But you
can provide a description of the image from
them to read and index by using the alt
attribute.
Search bots are not great at filling out forms, so
if you require login or registration you might not
get that content crawled.
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Link Structure - All About Link Juice
What on earth is "link juice"??? That's the benefit that
one page transfers to another page by linking to it, think
of it as the currency of Google. Each page has a certain,
limited amount of link juice. The amount of link juice
each page has depends on the level of trust, authority
and Pagerank that Google has established for a particular
page. Link juice is the secret sauce that makes some
backlinks "juicier" than others.
A page on a high authority site with high Google
Pagerank is a pretty tall glass of link juice. It's receiving
link juice from its incoming links but it's also losing link
juice to its outgoing links.
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The link juice of a page is divided up between the
outgoing links on that page but not in equal parts. Every
link gets some juice but preference is given to links that
are highest on the page and also to links on the left-hand
side. So a link at the top left would be receiving
considerably more juice than a link in the footer.
Link juice not only flows through outbound links that lead
to other pages, it also moves through your site itself.
Therefore when your homepage links to your "About us"
page it transfers the same amount of link juice as if it
were linking to another site instead of your own. That's
why it's important to have good internal linking structure
and not clutter your pages with unnecessary outbound
links. If you thoughtfully plan it out you can use your
strong pages to strengthen your weaker pages.
Let's say I'm going to give you a link to your site from my
site. You are going to want the link to appear on a page
where there aren't a ton of other outgoing links. Why?
because fewer links on the page means you are going to
get a bigger portion of juice with my link; less sharing!
Let's talk for a minute about two different kinds of links:
No-follow and do-follow.
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Do-follow links are normal, unaltered links; they transfer
link juice from on page to another page the way we just
learned.
No-follow links have been altered with a no-follow tag in
the html. Those links don't give any link juice to the
receiving page. If I give you a no-follow link you get no
link juice from my page for that link.
Now this is important: even if I add a "no-follow"
attribute to an outgoing link my page loses the same
amount of link juice as if it were a do-follow. I don't save
any link juice, I just keep you from receiving what I have
lost.
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CHAPTER 4: OFFSITE
SEO
Offsite search engine optimization is what we do across
the web to help our site rank higher in the SERPs. First
up: inbound links.
It's all about the links!
Let's refresh on the importance of inbound links
(backlinks) to our sites:
-Links from other people's sites to our site make our site
look popular, like we have something on our site that is
valuable and worth linking to. Links are like votes and
high PR links are like celebrity endorsements.
-Do-follow links pass link juice to our site while no-follow
links don't. (jerks!)
The quality and quantity of our backlinks play a huge role
in getting to that top spot in the SERPs. And since that
top spot = $$$ you might be asking:
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"Where can I get me some of
those backlinks??"

Let's break it down, to get the best kind of link for SEO
you are going to have to learn some very basic HTML.

What should a link look like?
<a href="www.mybigmoneysite.com>Chinese Food in Dallas</a>

There you have it! The perfect link for SEO!
Let's take it apart shall we?

<a href=
That's the beginning of the tag in html. That's telling the
spider that a link is coming up, get ready to crawl it!

"www.mybigmoneysite.com"
That's where the URL to your webpage is going to go,
right between those quotation marks.

>Chinese Food in Dallas
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Hey those are our keywords! That is what's going to
show up when you place that link, it will be your clickable
keywords like this: Chinese Food Dallas (don't click
people, it's just an example!) The clickable words that
appear when you create this kind of link are called
"anchor text". So the anchor text of our example link
would be: Chinese Food Dallas ... Moving on:

</a>
That's HTML for: THE END, at least the end of the tag. So
here is the plan, you want to get that kind of a link on
somebody else's site and that is what backlinking is all
about. Before we learn how to do that, let's look at one
more not-so-fabulous kind of link we see sometimes.

No-follow Links
Ready? Check it out:
<a href="http://www.mymoneysite.com" rel="nofollow">Thanks for Nothing</a>

That is a no-follow link folks. No link juice. No love.
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Now, there is a place for no-follows, because Google likes
it if a site has a "natural looking" backlink profile.

Building a Natural Link Profile
If I have 600 identically built links from different sites
around the web then that doesn't look natural, that looks
like I built them. This is what got a lot of sites penalized
during the Penguin Update. Google doesn't want us to
build links, they want us to earn them. So please don't be
obvious :)
To keep your link profile looking natural you will want a
mix of do-follow links and no-follow links. You also want
to have a variety of presentations for your links:
1) Some "naked links" with no HTML at all, like this:
http://www.mymoneysite.com
2) Some generic anchor texts like "My Website" or
"Click Here"
3) Some variation when you use keywords as anchor
texts, you should switch it up now and then. Good
variants for our "Chinese Food in Dallas" example
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could be "Best Chinese Food in Dallas" or "Chinese
Restaurant in Dallas"
Still with me? Let's talk about the links that you DON'T
want...

Dirty Links
Linking implies trust and a bond (a link!) When you link
to another site you are saying to Google: "I trust this
site" or "I have a good opinion of this site" It's like you
are adding that site to your social circle. Let's use an
easy metaphor for this. Remember high school? (sorry)
Ok well that site you just got a link from is a kid that
invited you to sit at his table at lunch. If he's class
president/captain of the football team/ the guy every
girl has a crush on then you should definitely have a
seat.
But what if he's that kid that smokes in the bathroom,
starts fights or skips class?
The internet is a lot like high school in that reputation
is everything and running with the wrong crowd can
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get you in trouble... even if you're not doing anything
wrong yourself.
The "wrong crowd" on the internet are spammers,
hackers and content mills. You don't want links from
them and you for sure shouldn't be linking to them.
Those are "dirty links" and you need to stay away.
The fact that these links are so easy to get can be
enticing: free backlinks with very little effort! But just
know that just like they are giving you a link they are
probably giving a thousand other people a link too. Do
you really want to see your URL on a PR N/A page
nestled in a 100 links for "weight loss miracles" and
"cheap Viagra"? Google comes down hard on these
spam sites, don't get caught up in the crossfire.
Sure signs of a spam site:
-More than 100 links on a page
-Poor web design and content. Bad English.
-Any directory that is PR-N/A
Leave those dirty links alone!
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Reciprocal Links
A reciprocal link or a "link exchange" is when Site A
links to Site B and then Site B links back to A. This is a
two-way link and not nearly as effective as a one-way
link. This is just basically passing link juice from one site
to the other and then back again. Nothing has
changed, it's as if the links cancel each other out.
A one-way link is where Site A links to Site B but Site B
does not link back to Site A. This is a great link for Site
B because not only does Site B get link juice from Site A
but also this kind of a link makes Site B look more
important and authoritative in Google's eyes.
I know by now you are tired of reading and ready to
get your hands dirty but before you do you need to get
one free SEO tool to start out.
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SEOQuake Toolbar
SEOQuake offers a free SEO toolbar that is going to be
invaluable to you as you create backlinks. Because:
1) It shows key SEO data under every result in the
SERPs, including page rank.

2) It shows you that same data when you visit a
webpage, all relevant data pops up in your
toolbar:
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3) It has a feature that allows you to easily identify
no-follow links. When you enable the feature nofollow links will appear with a strike-thru like this:
http://www.linklove.com or like this: Link Love
Ready to get it and make your job a lot easier? You will
need to have Google's Chrome Browser installed.
There is also a version for Mozilla Firefox available if
you'd prefer. Go here to download SEOQuake for
Chrome and here to download it for Mozilla Firefox.
Once it's installed you will want to make sure you have
the "highlight no-follow links" feature turned on. Click
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on the SEOQuake icon that appears at the top right of
your browser and you will see this:

Make sure your SEObar and the highlight no-follow are
both checked. Now you are armed and dangerous!
Let's get some links!

Steal Your Competitor's Links
This method is as old as the hills but still works great.
What you will need:
-A list of your top competitors, let's say everyone on
page 1 of the SERPs. That should give you 9 or 10 good
sites to work with. Copy those URLs and have them
handy.
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-A good backlink checker tool. I like the free version of
SEOSpyglass for this, you can get it here. It comes with a
few other freebies in the same suite that I also
recommend. I have also included a list of free online
backlink checkers in the index of this book under
"backlink checkers"
A word about backlink checkers: if you run your website
through 10 different backlink checkers you will likely get
10 different results. Not to worry, many of them aren't
frequently updated and will show old or broken links.
They certainly can't keep up with Google so take their
results with a grain of salt.
Whatever backlink checker you decide to use you will
want to run it on your competitors URLs one by one.
Then either copy+paste or export (depends on the tool)
the entire list of backlinks to an excel spreadsheet. Do
this until you have a massive list of links from all of your
competitors.
Now it's time to steal. Visit one of the URLs that is giving
your competitor a link. Look at your SEOQuake toolbar
when you are on the linking site. Is it a PR N/A or a PR 0?
If so move on, that link is worthless.
Got some good PR? That's a link you might want. Many
of the backlink checker tools will show whether the link is
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no follow or do follow in the list, if not you can locate the
link on the linking site and if it appears like this then you
know it's no-follow. (Thanks SEOQuake!)
Don't waste time trying to steal no-follow links. You will
pick up plenty of these along the way without creating
them on purpose.
If it's a do-follow it's time to look at a few more things
before you try and steal that link:
 Is the linking site relevant to your site? Just
make sure there is some sort of shared
concept. The link should "make sense"
 Is the linking page full of links already?
Remember your link will be sharing link juice
with all those other outbound links. If it's over
50 I'd move on.
If everything looks good then it's time to determine
whether you can get a link for your site. Explore the
linking site: Is this a directory you can submit to? Is it a
blog or article that you can comment on? Is there a
"submit your site" link somewhere? Is it likely that your
competitor paid for the link? Can you submit content and
get a link that way? Be creative.
You are going to go through that massive list of backlinks
and do this same thing over and over. It takes time but if
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you do it you will surely gain some valuable links for your
page.
Pro Tip: As you work, make notes about the sites you
visit. Were you able to get a link? Is the page full of
spam? Did you get an error when you clicked on one of
the pages in the list? When you reach the end of the list
you can use your notes to pick out the best sites and save
those in a separate list for future links/projects.
SEO is all about building your list.
Moving on...
Now that you've matched as many of your competitors'
links as possible it's time to build some of your own.
The "First 30 Days to Rank Workbook" has a day by day
step by step guide to backlinking methods but I thought
it would be interesting to make a large eclectic list to get
you inspired. Truly powerful link profiles are built on
creativity and not trying to get a link from the same place
as everyone else.
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31 ways to Get a Link
Here is a monster list of backlinking methods. Each entry
gives tips for implementation. Be creative!

1.

Submit your site to respected web directories
and also niche directories. Beware the spam
directories! I have a nice list of directories in the
resources book.

2.

Comment on relevant blogs in your niche, just
don't be spammy. Your comment should add value
to the post! There is a great Scrapebox trick for
this one, look for it in my guide to Scrapebox. You
can search for blogs manually with Google too,
just search for :
"leave a comment"+"your keywords"

3.

Start an onsite blog. Build relationships with
other bloggers in your niche and offer to write a
guest post. Bloggers love free content and will
trade you a link.

4.

Create written content that people will want to
link to on your site. An ounce of original research
goes a long way. You can be funny, controversial,
pose a question or offer a solution to a common
problem. This is called "link bait". Don't forget to
promote your content on social media sites.
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5.

Make the news. Write a press release and
submit it to free press release submission sites. It
can be about anything news-worthy that is
happening in the company but don't spam. Think:
We have a new marketing manager or we are
having a company picnic. See the list of press
release submission sites in the resources book.

6.

Write a good quality article that people would
want to read. Make it related to your keywords.
Submit it to a high quality article directory with a
link to your site in the resource box.

7.

Start offsite blogs on sites like Squidoo, Tumblr,
and Hubpages. Link from them occasionally to
your site. See "Web 2.0 sites" in the resources
book.

8.

Create an awesome infographic or other image
based media and submit it to image directories
with a link to your site.

9.

Create PowerPoint presentations based on your
keywords and submit them to Slideshare for a link.

10.

Recycle your articles and documents by
converting them into PDFs and submitting them to
DocStoc and Scribd with a link.
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11.

Create original videos and upload them to
YouTube with a link back to your site. Optimize the
videos for longtail keywords that you want to rank
for. Note: YouTube is no-follow but great for
traffic. There is speculation that Google favors
YouTube links, it would make sense since Google
owns YouTube :)

12.

Create freebies like printable forms that you
can distribute and share with a link to your site.

13.

Write a short E-book that people would find
useful, add your link to it and submit it to online
free book collections.

14.

Run an online contest offering a small prize.
Submit the details of the contest to contest finder
sites. Link!

15.

Sponsor an app, a plug-in or a wordpress
theme and get a link from the developer. You can
do this cheap.

16.

Consider the companies that you come into
contact with in real life as a link goldmine. You can
often exchange a glowing testimonial for a link.

17.

Review a favorite product on your blog and
send the link to the manufacturer for a link. This
also works for software companies and online
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service providers (especially if they are just
starting out)

18.

Make a small charitable donation to a
worthy cause (that will give you a do-follow on
their site of course!)

19.

Submit your site to css galleries like CSS
Mania, Best Web Gallery and CSS Elite.

20.

Join a forum that is related to your niche.
Make sure it allows a do-follow signature link.
Don't spam, participate. The more heated the
debate, the longer the thread and the more views
it gets the more valuable the signature link will be.
This is also good for driving targeted traffic.

21.

Submit your blog's RSS feed to RSS
directories. See my list in the resources book.

22.

Site a friendly blog in your niche in one of
your blog posts. Most bloggers are flattered at the
citation and will leave the trackback to your site.
Make sure you get a do-follow.

23.

Claim your profiles on social media sites,
don't forget to add your link. See resources.

24.

Submit your blog to respected blog
directories. See resources.
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25.

Submit a coupon for a small discount on
services (5 or 10%) in PDF form to coupon sites.

26.

If you have several sites you can ask for a
link to one of your sites in exchange for a link on
one of your other sites

27.

If in your internet travels you come across a
page error or a "dead link" you can send the
webmaster an email to let them know and you
may parlay that new relationship into a link for
your site. There are plenty of webmasters out
there that still have no clue about SEO and they
will give you a link without hesitation. This works
to if there are other problems with the site. Can
you tell them how to increase loading speed? Can
you give them a few tips on onsite SEO?

28.

Create a blog award complete with a pretty
badge and "award it" to sites where you want your
link to appear. The badge links back to your site.

29.

Create your own private blog network using
web 2.0 sites and your sites and link this to your
main site. Be careful not to leave footprints.

30.

Register as an expert in your field at
http://www.helpareporter.com You get email updates of
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questions in your niche and if you have a great
answer you get a link.

31.

Use http://dropmylink.com to do custom
searches and find new link building opportunities
with your keywords. Just check PR as you go.
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CHAPTER 5:
LOCAL SEO OR SMALL
BUSINESS SEO
Local SEO
"Small Business SEO"
Most of our clients are local small businesses. While
many general SEO practices still hold true there are some
marked differences when you are trying to optimize for a
local keyword.
What's a local keyword?
Easy, it's a search term used by someone that is looking
for something in a specific geographical area. Let's go
back to our favorite keyword example:
"Chinese Food Dallas"
That is a local keyword phrase. Other examples would
be:
"maid service dallas"
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"wine tasting maine"
"plastic surgery clinic 90210"
Think: city name, state name, zip code = local search.

Local SEO Best Practices
It is absolutely crucial that you create a Google Places
listing for the business. Make sure the information is
correct and follow the steps to verify the listing. Always
check the box that says : my customers come to me at
my place of business. Do not use the "hide my address"
feature, it can affect the effectiveness of the whole
campaign.
Take the time to completely fill out the profile for the
Google places listing. Make sure it links to your website.
Add all of your social media contact information. Add a
business description (no hard pitches or obvious ad copy
here). Add images and video, go all out.
Two things that you should know about how Google
handles local searches:
1) It is very important to have a physical street address in
the area of the local search term that you are trying to
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rank for. That means if your keywords are "chinese food
dallas" you will probably find it very difficult to rank if
your Google Places address is in Irving, Grand Prairie or
Fort Worth. No P.O. boxes either.
2) Google by default gives preference to listings that are
located closest to the center of the local search area.
That means if everything else is equal but Company A is
in downtown and Company B is on the outskirts then
Company A will outrank Company B by default. Now, this
is certainly an advantage but can be overcome if your
company is the one further from the center. You will just
have to work a little harder.

Citations - NAPs
Local SEO is all about location, location, location and...
citations. What are citations? Citations are listings of you
business name, address and phone number that appear
in the same format on different parts of the web. We call
these citations NAPs. It's good to get them from
respected directories and also from local sources in the
same local area as the business. All of your citations
should have the EXACT business name, the EXACT
address and the EXACT phone number listed EXACTLY
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like the Google Places Listing that was created for the
business. "244 E Park St" isn't the same as "244 East Park
St" and it's not the same as "244 E Park Street" either. It
must be exact.
In the resources section at the end of this guide you'll
find a list of major NAP sites where you can get quality
citations for a small business. For local NAP sites you will
have to sift through competitor backlinks or search
Google to find local directories. Make sure you aren't
submitting to spammy or PR N/A directories.
There is a VERY nice trick to finding your competitor's
local citations with my favorite SEO tool, Scrapebox, but
that will be in another manual just covering Scrapebox.
For now here is a trick to finding your competitor's local
citations using our friend Google:
Step 1: Find your competitor's Google places listing.
Step 2: Copy their complete street address:
1234 Fake St Dallas, Tx 75060
Step 4: Paste the address into the Google search box
Step 5: Add quotes around the building number and
street leaving the city, state and zip code outside of the
quotes: "1234 Fake St" Dallas, Tx 7560
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Step 6: Run that search. Google will show you every place
that that address is listed. You should be able to find
some local citation sources there.

Onsite SEO for Local SEO
In addition to regular onsite SEO guidelines you will want
to add local signals to the small business site. The most
important one is again : business name, address, phone
number. It needs to be an exact match to the Google
places listing. If you can put it in the footer of every page
of the website that would be ideal.
Another strong local signal: a Google map on the
contacts page.

Reviews: The Local SEO Currency
There is a lot of evidence that Google takes reviews into
account for their algorithm when ranking for local search
terms. The best place to have reviews is on Google
Places, it's a no brainer. You need good, quality positive
reviews. They should come in sporadically but often,
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don't be obvious, don't buy them. Ask your happy
customers to review you on Google Places.

Best Method to Get Authentic Google Places
Reviews
Any service based business should be in the habit of
making follow-up calls to new customers. "How did we
do?" Take this practice which is already implemented
and go a step further: the follow-up email. Here's how it
works...
1) I call my new customer the day after service, "How
did we do?"
2) She gives me great feedback, she loves the service.
3) I then send her an email, thanking her for her
business, thanking her for her feedback. Maybe a soft sell
for recurring service or additional service in there and
THEN, at the very end I invite her to review us on Google
Places (complete with a direct link).
Why this works:
1.) You only send the link to clients that you already
know are thrilled with your service. That ensures that if
they do review you it should be positive and even if they
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don't review you they are unlikely to report you for
"soliciting reviews" (which is a long shot anyways.)
2.) By linking the action of soliciting the review to
another action you have already implemented you
ensure that you get a steady ongoing flow of reviews that
look natural to Google. And implementation is as simple
as writing a form letter.
3.) The reviews will look authentic because they are
authentic. Google will see local IPs and if they happen to
be signed into Google all the better.
You can implement similar review solicitation techniques
on any site that you receive leads from and that has a
review system. Examples would be Angie's list and
Thumbtack. When you perform the job and the customer
is happy send them a direct link to the page where they
can submit their review.

And Another, Similar Method
Over at Dallas Maids they posted on their website an
easy method for gathering reviews, available to anyone!
1) Have your crews leave a self-address envelope with a
survey at the customer’s home.
2) The customers fills it out, mails it back, and, wa-la!..
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3) ...Sit back as the glowing reviews come flooding in.
You can use their survey questions for free here:
http://dallasmaids.com/customer_reviews.htm

A Special Note: Doing your Own
SEO
If you are reading this guide it's most likely
because as a client you have chosen to
make the recommended onsite changes for
SEO yourself. We fully support our do-ityourself SEO clients, it's a great way to learn
and we are here to help every step of the
way!
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Non-SEO Resources for Your Business
As you use this guide to grow your company, you will
need to make adjustments to handle all the additional
business. Here is a list of items I’ve found invaluable over
the years:
Website design with comprehensive on and off site
SEO by SEO Maids (seomaids.com). Need ongoing
SEO service? We will provide it only if needed. If you
are a startup with a tight budget or operate in a local
area with average to weak online competition, this
book may be all you need.
Home Cleaning Biz 101 (homecleaningbiz101.com)
provides everything needed to start and grow a
house cleaning service including a startup guide,
employee training and retention, marketing,
operations, forms, and much more!
Scheduling and billing web-based software,
SimplifyThis (simplifythis.com), is an easy-to-use
online scheduling system I use for a couple of my
businesses. Automatically charge your customers on
a reoccurring basis, send reminder emails, payroll,
business reports and more.

